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The outsourced energy management business support service Drumbeat Energy Management has 

published a white paper on behavioural change.  The white paper is called ‘Energy Management - 

Reducing energy consumption by changing people’s behaviour’ and is the fourth white paper in 

Drumbeat’s Energy Management White Paper series. 

 

The energy management white paper, the fourth in the Drumbeat series, highlights the misconception 

that the sole responsibility for the success of an energy policy is that of an Energy Manager.  An Energy 
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Manager is there to drive and co-ordinate the various activities required by the policy.  Success though, 

is another matter.  It requires continual active support, commitment and participation of everyone in 

the organisation, from the boardroom down to the most junior members of staff. The white paper offers 

twelve steps to effective employee engagement. 

 

Drumbeat Energy’s Managing Director, Graham Mills explains why behavioural change in energy 

management is so important: 

“It is easy to understand that if we can change people’s behaviour to become more “aware” of 

energy to the point where good practice becomes a habit, we can win huge savings in energy 

costs.  On its own, successful behavioural change can yield savings as high as 15-20%.” 

 

This white paper addresses the big question: “How do we make sure that we really get everyone’s 

attention to the point where they become responsible energy managers in their own right?”   

Download the FULL Energy Management White Paper on Behavioural Change here 

 

Drumbeat Energy Management aims to transform the way that businesses and other organisations 

manage their energy consumption.  It offers them a simple and effective approach to all aspects of 

managing energy in buildings.  Drumbeat approach takes its clients through a simple 3 stage process on 

an energy management journey: 

Energy Management Stage 1 - Primary Energy Assessment 

Energy Management Stage 2 - The Energy Management System 

Energy Management Stage 3 - Achieving in-house Proficiency 

 

The cost-efficient energy management support service helps UK businesses to better manage their 

energy in-house. 

www.drumbeatenergy.com 
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ENDS 
 

Notes to Editors:  
 
About Drumbeat Energy 
Drumbeat Energy helps organisations to become proficient and self-sufficient in the art of energy management. 
Drumbeat’s Energy Managers will work with your team to install a best-practice energy management system and 
provide energy management training. Drumbeat’s integrated energy management support is a stronger, lower risk 
solution than diverting your own untrained resources.  Drumbeat follows a route map of three key stages of your 
energy management journey, transforming your organisation from one with the ambitions to manage energy, to 
one which is proficient and self-sufficient in-house. 
 
Stage 1 - Primary Energy Assessment 

Stage 2 - The Energy Management System 

Stage 3 - Achieving in-house Proficiency 

Drumbeat is all about excellence in energy management. We provide sensible, practical energy management 
support and solutions. 
 
Visit our website: www.drumbeatenergy.com 
Subscribe to our energy management blog: www.drumbeatenergy.com/blog 
Call us on: 020 7078 4103 
Email: info@drumbeatenergy.com  
 
Drumbeat Energy Limited – Specialists in Energy Management Systems  
Business Address: Regent’s Place, 338 Euston Road, London NW1 3BT 
 
Media Enquiries 
Representatives from Drumbeat Energy Ltd. are available for media interviews, guest blogging and speaking 
opportunities on subjects related to Energy Management and Energy Efficiency in buildings and processes.  For 
more information on Drumbeat Energy Ltd. to be added to the PR distribution list for future news, or to arrange an 
interview contact: Kirstie Colledge, SMPR (Simply Marcomms Limited), 18 Boiler House, Electric Wharf, Coventry, 
CV1 4JU, Tel: 0870 199 4044, Email: kirstie@simplymarcomms.co.uk. 
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